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Analysis
Strategy

Data
Displays

Purpose

From Purpose to
Behavior

PI
In
reality

Process
Ultimately we
hope staff
behavior will
satisfy the
purpose of the
organization.

Ideally we would see a
clear, unbroken logical
flow from PURPOSE to
PROCESS to PROCEDURE to
BEHAVIOR.

Procedures

Staff
Behavior
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Products

In reality that chain is
often distorted and even
broken.

From Purpose to
Behavior ...in
reality

Purpose

In process we can see the
whole, not just the part; we
can design at a higher level.

Process
PI
JC

Convenience
Challenges in keeping
documentationProcedures
current, consistent
and accessible

Drift

Tribal
Knowledge

Staff Culture

Job Definitions &
Departmental
Boundaries

Management style
around motivation
& error
Other
competing
tasks
Differences in
Style and Skill

Behavior

Pressure to
"do more with
less"

Metrics

Process Template
Return or Levels

Definition
of Value

Feedback
Mechanism

Product or
Service
Outcome

Inputs

Process
Customer

The
Process
Emotional
Outcome

Enabling
Resources

Levels of Measurement

3

Return

4

Process

2

Process

Impact

Profit

Performance

Products
Customer
Experience

The Process

1

Process
Operation

Enterprise

Customer

EXAMPLE:
Time from hiring
request to fully onboarded new hire

Internal
Capability

Learning and
Growth

> Profit
> Market share
> % repeat business
> Sales volume
> Reputation
> Brand recognition
> Customer satisfaction

The Process of Measurement
Return

Translating pure data into
organized knowledge, and
then into insight or direction.
Guiding decision-makers
toward process improvement.

Measurement
Installation

Measurement
Design

Measurement
Assessment
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Identifying the context,
the reason, and the need
for process
measurement. Looking
ahead to the audience
for the data, and their
political circumstance.

Fully characterize the
process, picking the
appropriate metric, and
setting targets to anchor
the analysis.

Measurement
Interpretation

Collecting 1st run
of data; testing
procedures

The Four Measurement Processes
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• Definition of the
process

• Broad support
• Scope of effort matched by
resources available

Familiarity with the
process operation

• Metric definitions
• Database definitions
• Proposed target level
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Def of Value

Emotional Outcome
• Confidence in charter
• Safety from risk
• Trust in the use of data

Product Outcomes

Customer

Enabling Resources

1. Org'l reason for measurement
2. Identification of the Decision
Makers
3. Locate the decision forum

Metrics
Designer

• Reason for measurement
• Optimism for
• Research standards
implementation
• Integration with enterprise level
• Motivation to achieve
metrics
the defined target
• Respects resource constraints
• Database has explanatory potential
• Respects the political environment

1. Def of process customer
2. Def of a single instance
3. Defined metric(s)
4. Procedures for data collection
5. Proposed target level
6. Data analysis strategy

Process
Operator

Company-wide protocols
or conventions

• Ease of use

1. Spreadsheet for containing,
analyzing, and displaying data
2. Collection of full data set

Process
Participants

• Software tools
• Company-wide
conventions or protocols

• Acceptance of
procedures

A reasonable run of real • Display draws people into decision- • Feeling heard
data
making
• Treated fairly and
• Display is intelligible without
realistically
statistical sophistication

1. Decision about process
Process
improvement investment
Owner
2. Refinements to the metrics or the
display
3. Adjustment in target

• Cultural emphasis on
being data-driven and
thorough

Your Course Assignment
Return

Data

Metric
Design
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Data
Analysis

Analysis
Strategy

Data
Displays

Org'l
Change
Strategy

Assessment

Design

Interpretation

Data

AutoStats

Generates descriptive
and analytical stats IF
data file is named a
certain way

Home

Documentation
Defines all variables,
their names, and how
the data is collected.

Result from
implementing the
analysis strategy

Generated Data
Displays

Summary of data
analysis w/ links
to displays

Report

Analysis
Strategy
Captures the questions to
be put to the data and
the statistical test to be
used.

Analysis
Presentation

1

Title
Return

3

4

What final product
defines the END
of the process?

Define the "thing" that
moves through the
process

6
Who is
the
customer
of your
process

5
In a sentence or 2,
what is the activity
of the process?

2
What event signals
the START of the
process?

8
Any obvious
metrics?

7
Importance for
the company?

• Broad support
• Scope of effort
matched by
resources available

• Definition of the
process

It is easy to fall back to the
generic concern for
measurement as a "best
practice"; it is more useful to
uncover and address the
most salient reason for the
measurement.

Measurement
Assessment

Feedback
Mechanism

Is the purpose...
• reduction in cost
• greater throughput
• reduce headcount
• reduce worker stress
• improve customer
satisfaction

• Org'l reason for
measurement
• Identification of the
Decision Makers
• Locate the decision
forum

• Confidence in
charter
• Safety from risk
• Trust in the use of
data

Metrics
Designer

Back

We have to think ahead to the
questions that will be posed if this
metric is out of range; make sure
the database is able to answer the
most obvious inquiries.

• Familiarity with the
process operation

• Reason for measurement
• Research standards
• Integration with enterprise
level metrics
• Respects resource
constraints
• Database has explanatory
potential
• Respects the political
environment

Measurement
Design
Return

• Company-wide protocols
or conventions

Feedback
Mechanism
These outcomes are
typically conceptual or in
outline form only.

• Def of process customer
• Def of a single instance
• Defined metric(s)
• Procedures for data collection
• Proposed target level
• Data analysis strategy

• Optimism for
implementation
• Motivation to
achieve the defined
target

Process
Operator

Back

What to
Measure

• Did we achieve the desired
outcomes?
• Do we have the level of quality
desired?
• Are we good at catching errors?

Definition of
Value

Were the inputs error-free?
Was the required
information available?
Accurate? Timely?

Back

Was the customer
satisfied? Did we deliver
on the criteria important in
the customer's mind?

Did activities for a
SINGLE CASE minimize
effort, time, movement,
cost, and error?

Product or
Service
Outcome
Customer
Step1

Step2

Step3

Step4

Step5

Step6

Inputs

The Process

Are the enabling
resources adequate?
Are they enabling?

Was the effort ACROSS
CASES smooth,
minimizing time and
congestion?

Enabling
Resources

Emotional
Outcome

Were employees satisfied?
Motivated? Appreciated?
Were working relationships at
least maintained if not
enhanced?

Why
Examples

Allows you
to blend in
additional
data if
needed.

These variables allow you to locate
the causes of process problems. If
the outcome metric is unacceptably
low, these help you focus your
attention.

Can compromise process These are the moments in the
performance from the
procedure where significant changes
very beginning.
can be made.

Order No,
Case No,
Visit No.,
etc.

Shift, worker, location, time of day,
product line, customer type, size of
order, etc.

Erroneous data,
constantly changing
requirements, or
incomplete materials

Outcome Measure #5

Outcome Measure #4

Process activities #N

Inputs to the process
(data, requirements,
materials, etc.) which
may be late, erroneous,
incomplete and so on.

Outcome 1 Outcome 2 Outcome 3 Outcome 4 Outcome 5

Outcome Measure #3

Step N

Outcome Measure #2

Step 2

Outcome Measure #1

Step 1

Process activities #2

Input2

Process activities #1

Demographic #3

Input1

Input #2

Demo3

Input #1

Demo2

Demographic #2

Unique case identifier

Demo1

Static variables about a case that
may provide a way to better
understand where errors are located.
For example, project performance
might be noticeably different for
certified project managers vs. home
grown managers.

What

Type of Measure

IDNUM

Demographic #1

Structure of Metrics Database

Process activities. Measures of the
Measures of the results of the process. Process metrics; measures of focal
time or level of some process step.
interest independent of process operations.
Could include measures of time/speed,
quality/errors, cost, or any salient
feature of the process operation.

These outcomes are not
published beyond the process
team. They are more
immediate and meaningful to
the process team.

These are the metrics visible to the rest of the
organization; they reflect the purpose and
value of the process. They will be referenced
in allocating resources to improvement efforts.

Time taken, verifying credit information, Scrap, returns, rework, worker Customer ratings of quality; overall customer
generating course content, calculating stress
satisfaction. Timeliness, volume, total cost.
payouts, reconciling billings, entering
data, assembling materials, generating
draft curriculum content, etc.

Strategic
priorities
Opportunity to create a
competitive advantage.

Setting
Targets
Survival. Making sure
we can stay in the
game.

Return

Creating targets that
are motivating rather
than overwhelming or
intimidating.

Industry

Current

standards

practice

